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DIN Next typeface family

Designer: Akira Kobayashi, Linotype Design Studio, 2009

A new German typeface

DIN Next™ is a typeface family inspired by the classic industrial German engineering designs, 

DIN 1451 Engschrift and DIN 1451 Mittelschrift. Linotype has been supplying its customers with 

the two DIN 1451 fonts since 1980. Recently, they have become more popular than ever, with 

designers regularly asking for additional weights. Linotype’s Type Director, Akira Kobayashi, su-

pervised the creation of the new typeface family based on these classic designs.

The project began by analyzing and revising the two originals, DIN 1451 Engschrift and DIN 1451 

Mittelschrift – whose names just mean “condensed” and “regular.” Akira Kobayashi noticed that 

certain letters were inconsistent: they would take one form in DIN 1451 Mittelschrift, and another 

in DIN 1451 Engschrift. Before the new DIN Next would be expanded into a family with seven 

weights (Ultra Light to Black), these inconsistencies would have to be reconciled.

Many additional features were added into the typeface during the design process. Each font in-

cludes small caps and oldstyle figures. There are also a number of alternates: 

1. The uppercase C and G have two forms: one with flat stroke endings, and another with 

diagonal endings.

2. The uppercase I may be used with or without serifs.

3. The lowercase a has an alternate form that is single-storey, like Futura.

4. The lowercase q has an alternate form where the descender includes an upstroke at its end.

5. The ß has an alternate form that is more like the combination of a long-s and a long-z. This 

historic letterform is found on the streets signs of West Berlin.

6. The 1 has an alternate form with base serifs.

7. The 6 and 9 have alternate, rounded forms.

8. The 0 has a slashed-zero alternate form.

9. The 7 and the capital Z have alternate versions, with horizontal strokes through their diago-

nals. This sort of thing is common in German handwriting.

Each of the seven weights of DIN Next ship in three varieties: Regular, Italic, and Condensed. The 

typeface family also includes a set of four “rounded” fonts (DIN Next Rounded), a bringing the 

total number of fonts in the family to 25. DIN Next is part of Linotype’s Platinum Collection.

Background

The abbreviation “DIN” stands for “Deutsches Institut für Normung e.V.,” which is the German 

Institute for Industrial Standardization. In 1936 the German Standard Committee settled upon 
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DIN 1451 as the standard font for the areas of technology, traffic, administration and business. 

The design was to be used on German street signs and house numbers. The committee wanted a 

sans serif, thinking it would be more legible, straightforward, and easy to reproduce. They did not 

intend for the design to be used for advertisements and other artistically oriented purposes. 

Since the original DIN 1451 Engschrift and Mittelschrift were developed by engineers, their let-

ters were carefully planned. This is quite unconventional when you study how most typefaces 

came to life. Each letter was drawn out, almost the way in which an architect makes blueprints 

for a house. The idea was to ensure that all letters could be easily reproduced at different sizes by 

machines.

Stencil sets of the DIN 1451 letters were also made, and may still be found on the desks of archi-

tects, designers, and engineers all over Germany. In order to write official lettering on plans, the 

drafter would use these stencil sheets in combination with rapidograph pens. Sometimes, this 

could get very messy. But most German engineers tend toward the neat and tidy side.

Since DIN 1451 quickly began to cover all of the German signs for town names and traffic di-

rections, it became familiar enough to make its way onto the palettes of graphic designers and 

advertising art directors as well. The digital version of DIN 1451 would go on to be adopted and 

used by designers in other countries as well, solidifying its worldwide design reputation.

The adaptation

There are many subtle differences in DIN Next’s letters when compared with the DIN 1451 origi-

nal. These were added by Kobayashi to make the new family even more versatile in 21st-century 

media. For instance, although DIN 1451’s corners are all pointed angles, DIN Next has rounded 

them all slightly. Even this softening is a nod to part of DIN 1451’s past, however. Many of the 

signs that use DIN 1451 are cut with routers, which cannot make perfect corners; their rounded 

heads cut rounded corners best.

Conclusion

Linotype’s DIN 1451 Engschrift and Mittelschrift are certified by the German DIN Institute for 

use on official signage projects. These remain the official German fonts for this sort of work. 

DIN Next is a completely new design. As such, it has other possibilities, and may be used for 

any other project. Designers in other countries may decide to use it for industrial signage in their 

homelands! Who can say? 

DIN Next has been tailored especially for graphic designers, but its industrial heritage makes it 

surprisingly functional in just about any application.
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Available fonts and formats:

OpenType Pro, Linotype Characterset LEEC 3.1.

1 DIN Next™ Pro Condensed Ultra Light

2 DIN Next™ Pro Condensed Light

3 DIN Next™ Pro Condensed

4 DIN Next™ Pro Condensed Medium

5 DIN Next™ Pro Condensed Bold

6 DIN Next™ Pro Condensed Heavy

7 DIN Next™ Pro Condensed Black

8 DIN Next™ Pro Ultra Light

9 DIN Next™ Pro Ultra Light Italic

10 DIN Next™ Pro Light

11 DIN Next™ Pro Light Italic

12 DIN Next™ Pro Regular

13 DIN Next™ Pro Italic

14 DIN Next™ Pro Medium

15 DIN Next™ Pro Medium Italic

16 DIN Next™ Pro Bold

17 DIN Next™ Pro Bold Italic

18 DIN Next™ Pro Heavy

19 DIN Next™ Pro Heavy Italic

20 DIN Next™ Pro Black

21 DIN Next™ Pro Black Italic

22 DIN Next™ Pro Rounded Light

23 DIN Next™ Pro Rounded Regular

24 DIN Next™ Pro Rounded Medium

25 DIN Next™ Pro Rounded Bold

OpenType Features:
Alternates

Proportional lining figures

Tabular lining figures

Proportional old stye figures

Tabular old style figures

Superiors and Inferiors

Nominators and denominators

Small Caps for the following styles: Ultra Light, Light, Regular, Medium, Condensed Ultra Light, 

 Condensed Light, Condensed Regular, Condensed Medium 

Currency symbols for small caps
Ligatures
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DIN Next font samples

I didn’t throw water to the stones, but instead I was busy reading the books. Tey sometimes 
su2ered and the pages If you want to tell us your own sauna st,o rpylease do. Phone +3(10)70-42 
7811 5 and ask ofr Akiem, or send your story by post.e W are curious to hear from you. started to 
do waves.I didn’t dare to carry them babto a library, but I asked my mother to do that. Nobody ever 
blamed me. Johanna Rope (32), architect, Helsinki, Finland

I didn’t throw water to the stones, but instead I was busy reading the books. Tey 
sometimes su2ered and the pages If you want to tell us your own sauna st,o rpy-
lease do. Phone +3(10)70-42 7811 5 and ask ofr Akiem, or send your story by post.e 
W are curious to hear from you. started to do waves.I didn’t dare to carry them babto 
a library, but I asked my mother to do that. Nobody ever blamed me. Johanna Rope 
(32), architect, Helsinki, Finland

I didn’t throw water to the stones, but instead I was busy reading 
the books. Tey sometimes su2ered and the pages If you want to 
tell us your own sauna st,o rpylease do. Phone +3(10)70-42 7811 
5 and ask ofr Akiem, or send your story by post.e W are curious 
to hear from you. started to do waves.I didn’t dare to carry them 
babto a library, but I asked my mother to do that. Nobody ever 
blamed me. Johanna Rope (32), architect, Helsinki, Finland

I didn’t throw water to the stones, but instead I 
was busy reading the books. Tey sometimes 
su2ered and the pages If you want to tell us your 
own sauna st,o rpylease do. Phone +3(10)70-42 
7811 5 and ask ofr Akiem, or send your story by 
post.e W are curious to hear from you. started 
to do waves.I didn’t dare to carry them babto a 
library, but I asked my mother to do that. Nobo-
dy ever blamed me. Johanna Rope (32), architect, 
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEGNOPQSTVXYZ&€123456
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ?&!abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz $12.34 €5,67 £8.90 Quattro são provençal 

jutro Kranz révènement Über the Joaquim groß niektóre Right vista dan førende wedstrijd vero merhaba ilmoi-

tuksia päcat beröra bandjesplakker bagger bau fenster tor fing mutter Horn berger Orange insert Outfit garbage 

amour number target Ovid rumour foot feet taste venture boat Hair ignore gamma eager storage Haus

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 0123456789 0123456789 
([{ÅÄÀÂÁËÉÊÈÏÌÎÍØÖÒÔÓÜÙÛÚÐŠÝÞ}])

àáâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðñòóôõö÷øùúûüýÿšžþ
àáâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðñòóôõö÷øùúûüýÿšžþ 

¡!¿?¤$¢€ƒ£¥&ß@«‹›»1⁄21⁄43⁄45/8 +-×÷=<>./|\μ 
¶§†‡•· -–—¦^%‰ _ *“‘©®™ªº“”‘’„:;.,…¯¨`´˜¸

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmrstuvwxyz ß 01679

Mad boxer shot a quick
Back in June we delivered oxygen equipment of the same sizean inspired calligrapher 

experimental 
GOVERMENT
The questions asked by five watch experts are always the same

GRÜNKERNSPÄNE
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄǺǼÇĆĈĊČÈĒĔĖĘĚÉÊËÌÍÎÏĨĪĬĮİÐĎĒĔĖĘĚĜĞĠĢĤĦĨ
ĪĬĮİĴĶĹĽĿŁÑŃŅŇŊÒÓÔÕÖØŐŔŖŘŚŜŞȘŢŤŦȚÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲŴ
ẀẂẄÝŶỲŹŻÞ
Æ Œ
C G I Z

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
àáâãäåçèéêëìíîïðñòóôõöøùúûüýþÿ
æ œ ß fi fl ff ffi ffl 

a q ß

·    ¨ ˆ ˆ  ˇ ˇ ˉ ˘ ˘˙ ˙ ˙ ˚ ˚ ˛ ˛ ˛ ˜ ˜ ˝ ˝ 

. , : ; … ? ¿ ! ¡ ∙ 
, „ “ ” « » " ' ‘ ’
_– — -
( ) [ ] { } « » « » / \ 
* & ¶ ¶ § • | ¦ † ‡ #  ™ © @ @ ® ℓ ∫

00123456789 01679
00123456789 01679
00123456789
00123456789 
€ £ ¢ ¥ $ ¤
= ≠ + - ±  × ÷ ∞ ~ > < ≤ ≥ ◊ ¤ ¬ ° ^ µ π Ω ℮ ∂ ∆ ∏ ∑√ 
1⁄4 1⁄2 3⁄4 ⅓ ⅔ ⅛ ⅜ 5/8 ⅞ 
0123456789 0123456789
º ª    
₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉ 0123456789 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
àáâãäåĀĂĄǺǼçĆĈĊČèĒĔĖĘĚéêëìíîïĨĪĬĮİðĎĒĔĖĘĚĜĞĠĢĤĦĨĪĬĮİĴĶĹĽ
ĿŁñŃŅŇŊòóôõöøŐŔŖŘŚŜŞȘŢŤŦŢùúûüŨŪŬŮŰŲŴẀẂẄýŶỲŹŻþ
æ Œ

·̆ ˇˆ̇ ˝  ˛̊  ˜ `¨¯´̧

.  , : ; … ?¿ !¡
, „ “ ” « » " ' ‘ ’

Latin capitals
Alphabethic

Characters with Accents

Capital ligatures
Alternate Latin capitals

Latin lowercases
Alphabethic

Characters with Accents 
Cap-lowercase ligatures

Alternate Latin lowercases

Floating Accents

Punctuations
Points

Quotes
Dashes

Delimiters and conjoiners  
Miscellaneous

Figures, currency & related forms
Prop. Lining Figures 

Tabular Lining Figures
Prop OSF Figures

Tabular OSF Figures
Currencies

Math Symbols
Diagonal/Stacked Fractions
 Nominators, Denominators

Ordinals 
Scientific Inferior

Superiors, Inferiors

Small Caps
Alphabethic

Characters with Accents

Ligatures

Floating Accents

Punctuations
Points

Quotes
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_– — -
( ) [ ] { } / \ 
*  & ¶ § • | ¦ † ‡ #  ™ ® @

0123456789 
0123456789
€ £ ¢ ¥ $ ƒ 

Dashes
Delimiters and conjoiners  

Miscellaneous

Figures, currency & related forms
Prop OSF Figures

Tabular OSF Figures
Currencies
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C C  G G  I I   

Z Z

a a  q q  ß ß

0 0  6 6 7 7 

9 9

Alternates
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DD
DD

DIN Next

DIN 1451
Mittelschrift

DIN Next 
DIN 1451

DIN Next 
DIN Rounded
DIN 1451

DDD
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Linotype GmbH
Werner Reimers-Straße 2-4
61352 Bad Homburg
Germany

Customer Support 

Tel.: +49 (0) 61 72-48 44 18 
Fax: +49 (0) 61 72-48 44 29
eMail: info @linotype.com 
 
Internet: www.linotype.com

Legal Information

All information of applicability and implementation results from the best of Linotype GmbHs knowledge. Linotype GmbH is anxious to offer the 
information completely and in continuously high quality as well as always up-to-date. Nevertheless, because all information is just based on Linotye 
GmbHs experiences, Linotype GmbH does not take over any guarantee for the topicality, correctness, completeness and the quality of the informa-
tion.

Copyright © 2000–2007 Linotype GmbH. All rights reserved. The contents of this document are the property of Linotype GmbH and may not be 
reproduced by any method, electronic or photographic, without the expressed written permission of Linotype GmbH and/or its subsidiaries. Lino-
type and Univers are trademarks of Linotype GmbH, and may be registered in certain jurisdictions.  
All other products or name brands are trademarks of their respective holders. Throughout this document trademark names are used. Rather than 
placing a trademark symbol in every occurrence of a trademarked name, we state that we are using the names only in an editorial fashion and to the 
benefit of the trademark owner with no intention of infringement of the trademark. The information in this document is subject to change without 
notice. Recommendations, any errors and descriptions as far as third-party products are concerned are excluded from any responsibility and liability. 
This document was created using the Linotype Univers typeface family.

We appreciate comments or suggestions to this Technote, please send an email to info@linotype.com.
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Contact 

Trademarks
 
Linotype, Linotype Library and DIN Next are trademarks of Linotype GmbH and may be regi-
stered in certain jurisdictions. 
Apple, Macintosh and TrueType are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. 
Adobe, Adobe Type Manager, ATM, Acrobat, Acrobat Reader and PostScript are trademarks of 
Adobe Systems Incorporated, which may be registered in certain jurisdictions. 
Microsoft, Windows and OpenType are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
Trademarks Sabon Next 
Linotype, Linotype Library and Sabon are trademarks of Linotype GmbH and may be registered in 
certain jurisdictions. 
Apple, Macintosh and TrueType are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. 
Adobe, Adobe Type Manager, ATM, Acrobat, Acrobat Reader and PostScript are trademarks of 
Adobe Systems Incorporated, which may be registered in certain jurisdictions. 
Microsoft, Windows and OpenType are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.


